Abstract-Traffic classification is important to many network applications, such as network monitoring. The classic way to identify flows, e.g., examining the port numbers in the packet headers, becomes ineffective. In this context, deep packet inspection technology, which does not only inspect the packet headers but also the packet payloads, plays a more important role in traffic classification. Meanwhile regular expressions are replacing strings to represent patterns because of their expressive power, simplicity and flexibility. However, regular expressions mathcing technique causes a high memory usage and processing cost, which result in low throughout.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate traffic classification (application identification) is an essential operation for administrators to detect intrusion and malicious attacks, forbid applications and bill on the content of traffic. Traditional approach to identify applications of network flows is mainly port-based. It examines the TCP or UDP port number field in the packet header, and maps the port number to an higher layer application using IANA (Internet Assigned Number Authority) list of registered or well-known ports [1] . For example, if the TCP port number is 80, we can identify the flow as HTTP according to IANA. However, with the explosive rise of Internet and the emergence of new network applications, port-based strategy becomes ineffective. Because many applications begin to hide themselves by using random ports or well-known ports. Some recent studies show that port-based strategy can only identify 30%∼70% of today's Internet traffic [2] .
One kind of solutions is to use machine learning (ML) methods operating on the transport-level information to identify network applications. This classification technique relies on the hypothesis that different classes of applications have exclusive flow behavior characteristics when communicating on a network, such as the packet size distribution per flow, the inter-arrival time between packets. While this approach has been shown to work well for separate application classes (e.g., Mail vs. P2P), it is most likely unable to distinguish application instances of the same classes(e.g., one P2P application vs. another) [3] .
Another line of research focuses on packet payloads to identify the application. It not only views the packet headers, but also inspects the content of packet payloads deeply to determine the application-level protocol, this technique is also called as DPI (Deep Packet Inspection). DPI technique matches packet payloads with patterns of network applications, which are represented by exact strings or regular expressions, in order to check whether a pattern appears in the packet payload or not. Obviously, it has high identification accuracy, and it also can map a flow to a specific application but not a application class. This technique has been used in many traffic classification systems, such as L7-filter [4] (the Linux Application Protocol Classifier), Ethereal [5] (the world's most popular network protocol analyzer) and OpenDPI [6] (an open source version of Ipoque's commercial DPI engine, released in September 2009). All of them contain a large number of patterns which describe network applications. However, the biggest problem of deep packet inspection is that it causes a high memory consumption and computational cost to match each packet that traverses a link, which makes it impossible to classify traffic online at very high-speed links.
At the same time, in contemporary computer architectures area, the move by major microprocessor vendors toward processors containing multiple homogeneous processor cores is arguably the most important trend. For high power and cost, it is impossible to enhance the processing capacity by increasing frequency of uni-processor, CMP (Chip Multi-Processors) [7] is now the only effective way to build highperformance microprocessors. The number of processors on one chip is expected to grow exponentially over time [8] , [9] ; the power consumption of CMP is far less than that of uniprocessor to get the same performance [9] . Multi-threaded applications can gain high throughout without any software change only if their threads are independent. So it is a good choice to classify traffic in CMP architecture, with each separate instance of traffic classification assigned to one processor core in multi-core architecture as a matching thread. It can achieve high throughout so long as the traffic is divided evenly among the matching threads.
In this paper, we propose a high-speed and memoryefficient system for traffic classification with deep packet inspection in CMP architecture, which is suitable to identify applications online. We make the following contributions in this paper.
• We analyze the application-level protocol distribution with the help of L7-filter [4] . Then we summarize the characteristic of the distribution according to the results of us and some companies.
• Based on the above characteristic, we propose a more reasonable architecture for traffic classification in multicore servers, comparing with Ref [10] . We adopt different processing strategies for different protocols, which can effectively decrease the number of matching times. More importantly, the architecture can take use of DFAs to identify many applications simultaneously.
• We further bring forward a new universal DFA compression algorithm -CSCA, which can not only be used in our architecture. The algorithm splits the DFA into threes parts, and then compresses them respectively. Experimental results show that our compression algorithm can stably reduce 95% memory usage. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize traffic classification strategies, and review the related work of deep packet inspection. In Section 3, we present the protocol distribution of network traffic from some companies and us, and then analyze its characteristic. We design a system for traffic classification in CMP architecture and introduce some measures to improve the system performance in Section 4. Section 5 expatiates CSCA and its optimizations. Section 6 presents experimental results. We conclude the paper and mention the areas of future work in Section 7.
II. RELATED WORK
Traffic classification is a helpful technique for Internet Service Providers (ISPs), companies and governments. As we mentioned above, there are three parallel lines of research for traffic classification: port-based, machine learning and payload-based (deep packet inspection). The first two can not accurately classify network traffic, and the last causes a high memory consumption and computational cost. In this paper, we only focus on solving the problem of high memory usage and computational cost while using DPI technique for accurate online traffic classification.
Traditionally, the matching patterns are represented by exact strings. A. C. Yao analyzes the low bound of time complexity of string matching for a random string [11] , and G. Navarro et al. extend the bound to exact and approximate multiple strings matching [12] . With the rapid development of network bandwidth, there is a increasing requirement of high throughout and supporting large-scale patterns for string matching. Various new concepts and algorithms, either software-based or hardware-based, have been proposed and implemented, e.g., AC-Bitmap [13] , reconfigurable silicon hardware [14] and TCAM-based mechanism [15] . In recent years, Bloom filters [16] have received much attention, and they are now being used in many systems, such as web caches, database systems.
However, regular expressions are replacing exact strings as the choice of pattern matching language in packet payload scanning applications. For example, all the protocol patterns in L7-filter [4] are expressed as regular expressions. Moreover some well-known systems are replacing strings with regular expressions, e.g., the Snort NIDS [17] has evolved from no regular expressions in its pattern set in April 2003 to 1131 (out of 4867 rules) using regular expressions as of February 2006. The widespread use of regular expressions is due to their expressive power, simplicity and flexibility for describing useful patterns. More and more new emerging systems and security appliances are using regular expressions.
Firstly a regular expression is first parsed into an expression tree, and then it is transformed into a Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) in several possible ways. The most interesting ways in practice are the Thompson construction [18] and the Glushkov construction [19] . It is possible to match directly with the NFA in several various ways, but the matching process is quite slow. The process consists in keeping a list of active states and updating the list every time a new input symbol is read. The matching process is normally worst-case time O(m 2 n) (n is the length of input content), but it requires little memory usage. Another approach is to convert the NFA into a Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA), which permits O(n) matching time by performing one direct transition per input symbol. On the other hand, the construction of such an automaton is worstcase time and space O(2 m ). Fang Yu et al. propose a heuristic grouping algorithm, which can divide multiple regular expressions of application protocols into different groups. They also design a system model that binds the DFA of each group to one core in CMP architecture to increase parallelism [20] . However, in this model each core needs to classify all the traffic flows. Because each core only possesses a group, one core cannot classify a flow doesn't mean another core cannot classify it too.
Danhua Guo et al. propose a highly scalable parallelized L7-filter system architecture with affinity-based scheduling in a multi-core server [10] . However, it uses L7-filter instance in CMP architecture directly to identify applications, which search patterns in the content of packet payloads with NFA. So the throughout is relatively low.
III. PROTOCOL DISTRIBUTION
We can use Fang Yu's grouping algorithm [20] to divide regular expressions, and bind the DFA of one group to one processor in CMP architecture to increase parallelism. But the premise of this architecture is that applications of each group take the same traffic proportion. Only when the premise is true, each processor core can make full use of its processing power. Similarly, the uniform protocol distribution is beneficial to Guo's architecture [10] .
So far, some people and companies have taken note of the application-level protocol distribution of network traffic. For example, Ipoque company analyzed the Internet traffic in five regions of the world between August and September 2007 [21] . Fig 1 shows the protocol distribution of network traffic in German based on the size of each protocol traffic. HTTP traffic do not include any audio or video streaming content embedded in Web pages like YouTube, which is counted separately. P2P is composed of BitTorrent and eDonkey etc, and the corresponding proportion is showed in Fig 1 (b) . Traffic classification is flow-level processing, thus we statistic the protocol distribution with the help of L7-filter after flow reassembly. The test trace used in our statistic is captured from a router of WAN in March 2008. The result is shown in Table I . The first column is the rank of each protocol, the third is the proportion of respective traffic for each protocol, and the last is the total proportion of network traffic for all the protocols from rank 1 to rank k. From the above information, we can find that a small number of protocols accounts for a high percentage of network traffic, and the distribution is Zipf-like. This is in line with our common sense, just as a small number of websites are accessed much more.
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. System requirements
As a system to identify applications, there are some key requirements for the system to meet, no matter it makes use of deep packet inspection technique or machine learning technique.
a) high accuracy: we define accuracy as the percentage of correctly classified flows among the total number of flows. Obviously, the system should try to have high accuracy and low misclassification error rates. b) high-speed: the system should introduce low overheads and classify traffic quickly. Only in this way it is practicable to use the system for online real-time traffic classification on high-speed links. c) identify application early in the connection: there are some causes for this requirement. Firstly, taking into account of privacy, the system should read packets as few as possible and identify the connection according to the format of application protocols in order to avoid reading the connection content. Secondly, it will cost too much memory space to store the packet payloads, especially when there are millions of concurrent connections at the same time on some high-speed links. Thirdly, it is necessary to react quickly in some cases, for example, ensuring QoS (Quality of service). If the connection is identified too late the benefit would be too small. d) fast and dynamic pattern update: it is better for the system to response in a few minutes or seconds without interruption if pattern set changes, e.g., a new pattern added to the system, although the patterns may change infrequently.
In our system, we use regular expressions in L7-filter as our pattern set to make classification of traffic. L7-filter doesn't run a regular expression matcher on every packet, it just looks at the first few packets of a connection for "hello" message such as "220 ftp server ready", "* ok", or "HTTP/1.1 200 ok". So our system can satisfy requirement (a) and (c) easily owing to L7-filter, and something we need to do is meet requirement (b) and (d). In practice, this is exactly what we will resolve in this paper.
B. System model
There are thousands of network applications in Internet. L7-filter has more than one hundred of regular expressions for application identification, and it keeps on updating and increasing them. Unfortunately it is impossible to convert all of them into a composite DFA, so we have to match the packet payloads with NFAs one by one. From Section 3, we know that the protocol distribution is not even. Therefore it is not necessary to only use DFAs or NFAs of all the regular expressions sequentially to match the content of a network flow. We can design a architecture of two-stage process, which classify the traffic with the most popular n-protocols (named TOP-n for short) firstly, then use the remaining protocols (named REMAINING) to classify the unmatched traffic. Fortunately, the TOP-n regular expressions can be convert into a composite DFA easily. Fig 2 shows the system models in CMP architecture with four cores. The Preprocessing Thread (PT) lies in Core #0, which preprocesses packets and distributes workloads. The matching threads in Core #1-3 classify traffic flows. In  Fig 2 (a) , each Matching Thread (MT) simply use a L7-filter instance to make classification of traffic. Its throughout is not very high because it matches payloads with NFAs whose matching performance is quite low as we mentioned before. The system in Fig 2 (b) divides patterns into several groups ( e.g., 3 groups), and compiles each group into a composite DFA. Each matching thread use the DFA of one group to match the content of payloads. The scheduler forwards all the workloads to MT1 which lies in Core#1, and MT1 forwards the workloads that it cannot identify to MT2, and so on. Obviously, the scheduler doesn't balance the workloads among all the matching threads but only distributes them to MT1, so the system cannot utilize the parallel benefit of CMP architecture. Fig 2 (c) shows our system model in CMP architecture. Each matching thread matches the payloads first with a composite DFA (transformed from the TOPn regular expressions), and then with REMAINING NFAs (generated by the remaining regular expressions) if TOP-n DFA doesn't match successfully. The scheduler can balance workloads among all the matching threads.
C. Preprocessing thread
All the packets need to pass through the preprocessing thread first. Of course it can undertake flow management with the help of a flow table, which records the information of flow, such as source:destination address:port, payload buffer. When a new packet arrives, the preprocessing thread updates the corresponding flow record in the flow table, and distributes the flow record to a carefully selective matching thread. Preprocessing thread and matching threads, however, compete against each other to access the flow table. Therefore the system will introduce a large number of contentions delay. The more the number of matching threads, the larger the contentions delay. In our system, the preprocessing thread distributes the packet but not the flow record to matching threads, and transfer the task of flow management to matching threads. Each matching thread manage its own flows which doesn't interact with others. This strategy costs some negligible processing time of matching thread, and it can be compensated by eliminating contentions delay especially when there are many matching threads.
D. Load balancing
When the preprocessing thread distributes packets, it should make sure that all the packets of the same flow are forwarded to the same matching thread. Otherwise, it either forwards duplicated packet copies or leads to match unsuccessfully for the missing packets. Thus we need a load balancing algorithm to operates on flows to increase parallelism. We can implement traditional hash-based algorithms to distribute packets, which only use some hash functions over the fields of the packet headers to decide matching threads. However, the balancing effect is poor. The LLF (Least Load First) algorithm has goodish load balancing effect, which balance the workloads by looking for a matching thread that has the least load in the running queue. But it needs a flow table to record flow status, which costs more than one hundred MB for millions of concurrent flows. We design a new load balancing algorithm based on static preallocation and adaptive adjustments, which could be used in network flow-based parallel processing system in CMP architecture. Comparing with LLF algorithm, experimental results show that our algorithm can get the same balancing effect, but only cost 5% memory. A detailed description of this algorithm is in [22] . that the required instructions or data are not in cache (this case is called cache miss), it will have to access the main memory to fetch them with much longer latency. If the cache miss rate is too high, the system will have to access the main memory frequently, and the consequence is a decline of system throughout and a raise of CPU utilization.
E. Cache performance
For one multi-threaded system in CMP architecture, its performance heavily depends on the OS scheduler and the design of multi-threading. Linux OS scheduler allows a thread to run at any core, and migrate to another when necessary. Obviously this strategy introduces additional cache miss due to inter-core data copies. In this paper, we set thread affinity by binding each matching thread to a fixed core, which can avoid data copies between different cores. Experimental results shows that setting thread affinity can improve system performance by about 50% when all the cores are deployed [10] .
It is obvious that memory usage is another factor affecting cache performance. If data is small enough to be permanent in the cache, cache miss won't happen. Supposing that we use a 32-bits integer to encode the state, ASCII is the character set Σ, a L2 cache with 2 MB storage space can hold at most 2000 states even if it costs all of its space on storing DFA, of course this case is impossible in practice. Unfortunately the number of DFA states of network applications is far greater than 2000 usually. Thus we use a compression algorithm called CSCA to store more states in cache, and ultimately reduce cache miss rate. We also introduce some optimizations to accelerate the matching speed, which can compensate its negative effect on matching performance. CSCA and its optimizations are presented in Section 5.
V. CLUSTER-BASED SPLITTING COMPRESSION
In trie-tree, if state A has a transition to state B, we call A is the father state of B, conversely B is the son state of A. A states set is called a cluster if it is composed of all the son states of a certain state. The start state is not any state's son, so it doesn't belong to any cluster. However, we can think it there is a special cluster, which has only one state: the start state. Then each state in trie-tree belongs to only one cluster.
Through a number of experiments, we find that DFA has an important characteristic: the transitions of each state do not migrate randomly, but point to a two clusters of the trie-tree concentratively. We choose regular expressions of several common applications in L7-filter, and show the transition distribution in Table II . The maximum transitions of a state that point to the same cluster are put into the first matrix named T1, the second-maximum transitions that point to another same cluster into matrix T2. The size of T1 and T2 equal to that of DFA's storage matrix.
Column 1 in Table II is protocol name, column 2 is the proportion of all the transitions that are in matrix T1, column 3 is the proportion in T2, and column 4 is the total proportion in T1 and T2. From Table II we can find that almost more than 99% of transitions point to a two clusters. Our Cluster-based Splitting Compression Algorithm (CSCA) uses the transitions characteristic insides state to compress DFA. We split all the transitions and store them into three different matrixes T1, T2, T3. For each state, the maximum transitions that transfer to the same cluster were put into matrix T1. Similarly, the second-maximum transitions into matrix T2, and the remaining transitions into matrix T3. Then we compress them respectively: T1 and T2 have the same structure, so we use the same algorithm to compress them; T3 is a typical sparse matrix, which can be compressed by the classic sparse matrix compression algorithms easily.
A. Matrix compressing
Matrixes T1 and T2 have a common feature, namely that the effective elements of each row belong to the same cluster; matrix T3 is a typical sparse matrix, in this paper we will not discuss how to compress it. Before describing the compression algorithm of T1 and T2, we introduce a new definition first. If row r and s are combinative row, we merge them according to the rules as follows:
2) add a new index array equal, and set equal[r] = s, meaning that r and s are able to be merged; (3) delete row r in matrix M .
The main idea of compressing matrix T1 and T2 is: convert it into a offset matrix, and thus generate many combinative rows, then merge them in order to reduce space storage. After rearranging DFA level by level, the state number in the same cluster is in a continuous sequence, assuming it as (a, a + 1, a + 2, ... , a + n). We can extract a base value a, and the sequence turns into a + (0, 1, 2, ... , n). Each row in matrix T1 and T2 is the transitions that point to the same cluster, so through extracting the base value we can convert them into offset matrixes. This step can increase the number of combinative rows, because for row r = (a, a + 1, a + 2, ... , a + n) and row s = (b, b + 1, b + 2, ... , b + n), the position of effective elements in which are same, they are not combinative row by the definition. After extracting the base value, row r turns into a +r (r = (0, 1, 2, ... , n)), and row s turns into b +s (r = (0, 1, 2, ... , n) ). Obviouslȳ r ands are combinative row.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for the steps of algorithm to compress matrix M (M is T 1 or T 2)
1:
base[i] ← the min state number of the cluster that contains state i; 3: for c ← 0, C − 1 do
end if
end for 8: end for 9: rowsize ← 0 10: for i ← 0, N − 1 do
11:
found ← −1, j ← 0 12: while found == −1 and j < rowsize do found ← j 15: for c ← 0, C − 1 do end if 29: end for Alg. 1 shows the pseudo-code for compressing T1 and T2. Line 1∼8 describe the process of extracting the base value, which is set as the minimum state number of a cluster in our algorithm. Line 9∼30 are the process of merging combinative rows. In the process, we use matrix R to store the merged rows. For row i in matrix M , if there is a row j in matrix R which is a combinative row of row i, we make appropriate amendments to row j (line 17 and 18) and set row i equals row j (line 24). If the combinative row doesn't exist, we add a new row in matrix R and set row i equals the new row (line 26∼29).
B. Look up
The lookup function is to get the next state for current state cur and the input symbol c. Because CSCA splits DFA matrix into three parts and compress them separately, the function need to decide which part the next state is in first. We can quickly get the information by adding two bitmaps to distinguish three parts. Fortunately, matrix T3 is compressed by sparse matrix compression algorithms, which can determine whether the element in T3 is effective or not by itself, thus we can save a bitmap by accessing T3 before T2, as shown in alg. 2. In order to make our experiment more reasonable, we do not use our own DFA constructor, but choose to use the opensource tool -regex-tool, which is provided by Michela Becchi in [23] . In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our cluster-based compression algorithm for reducing memory space, and the effectiveness of our system for increasing the throughout of traffic classification. We also compare the speed of our compressed DFA against the original DFA generated by regex-tool and the best-known δFA [24] .
A. Experiment setup
To prove that our compression algorithm has a wider range of applicability, we not only focus on regular expressions used in networking applications. During the experiment, we design the following three complex pattern sets, as shown in Table III . The first set is from L7-filter which contains 109 regular expressions for traffic classification; the second contains 3 groups regular expressions which is from the Snort system; the third chooses 217 regular expressions of Bro intrusion detection system. All the DFAs are generated by regex-tool, which can group the regular expressions set automatically if the composite DFA of them is too large to store. Regex-tool converts the composite DFA into several DFAs with a moderate number of states. The L7-filter pattern set is divided into 8 groups (L7-1∼L7-8 as shown in Table III ).
The experiment is based on real-world packet traces from different links. In order to make the experiment more reasonable, we choose another traces which are captured from different links with trace we used to analyze protocol distribution. 
B. Effect of CSCA
We evaluate our cluster-based splitting compression algorithm (CSCA) with Memory Usage(MU) and matching speed.
1) Comparison in memory usage:
We apply CSCA presented in Section 5 to the three pattern sets mentioned above. In order to show the compression effectiveness comparably, we compare CSCA with δFA [24] and Default Row [25] (a version of tri-array algorithm, which converts matrix into sparse matrix by extracting the most frequent element of each row, and then compress the sparse matrix).
The experiment result is shown in Table V , the number in bold is the minimum memory usage of the three compression methods: CSCA, δFA and Default Row. The SCR of uncompressed DFA is set to 1.0, meaning that it is not compressed at all.
The memory usage of CSCA in most groups is less than that of other algorithms. Most importantly, the value is relatively stable, and around 5%. In the worst case (L7-4 group), the memory usage is less than 10%. δFA algorithm is superior to others in groups of Snort pattern set, but relatively poor in other groups. For example, in L7-3 group it only reduces no more than 10% storage space. This result shows that, for regular expressions of the same type, its Table III as test patterns, and we randomly generate a text of 100 MB as the data to be matched (the matching speed varies slightly for different groups, but it doesn't affect the relativity of different algorithms, so we omit them here due to space limitation).
From the above analysis, we know that the matching speed of cluster-based and δFA is related to the used sparse matrix compression algorithms. Therefore, we adopt 3 classic sparse matrix compression methods in our experiment in order to better compare the matching speed.
• sequential storage: storing the effective elements of sparse matrix in order, and finding them by binary search.
• tri-array: using three arrays (base array, next array and check array) to store the effective elements, the searching time is O(1) • tetris-hashing: a classic method that uses hash functions to compress sparse matrix, the effective element can be found in O(1) time by computing hash value
The matching speeds of DFA, CSCA and δFA are shown in Table VI . When using tetris-hashing to compress sparse matrix in δFA, the constructing time is too long, thus we have no the corresponding matching speed. The original DFA is not compressed, so that it has the same speed in three sparse matrix compression methods.
Combining Table V and Table VI , we can see that CSCA not only achieves good compression effect, but also has no significant reduction in matching speed. On the other hand, although δFA has very good compression effect sometimes, its matching speed is far smaller than other algorithms. Because the time complexity of state transition in δFA is 
C. Effect of our system model
In this section, we make an experiment with our system and evaluate its effect. We use all the 109 regular expressions of application-level protocols in L7-filter to classify traffic in our experiment. We select the TOP-10 applications in Section 3, which occupy more than 95% of the entire network traffic as table I shown. The TOP-10 applications are listed as follows: HTTP, Gnutella, Bittorrent, eMule/eDonkey, FTP, Xunlei, SMTP, MSN, Yahoo Messenger, POP3. We convert their regular expressions in L7-filter into a composite DFA with regex-tool, which has 15529 states. Obviously it is impossible to store all the states in the L2 cache, as we have explained in Section 4. Thus we use CSCA to compress the composite DFA, which only cost 0.049 memory usage, that is to say that it only costs less than the memory space of 800 states (15529 * 0.049 < 800). Table VII shows the comparison results of multiple regular expression matching among our system, the architecture of Ref [10] and Ref [20] . Ref [10] uses NFA to classify traffic, so it costs little memory space, and both its throughout and memory consumption are approximately proportional to the number of matching threads (MT). Ref [20] groups regular expressions, and put the composite DFA of each group in one core. This is an innovative idea that makes it impossible to use DFAs of multiple regular expressions to match the packet payloads. It causes considerable memory consumption, and the actual throughout is also not satisfying. Because the system described by the authors does not take full advantage of the benefits of multi-core, and can not achieve load balance. Maybe the idea of putting all the groups in a core can solve the problem, but the advantage at the expense of consuming more memory space. In contrast, our system is better in both throughout and memory consumption. The performance of two traces are not consistent, this is because the 10 protocols we choose to generate DFA are not the TOP-10 protocols in Trace 2. It will get more throughout if we first get the TOP-n protocols of the network traffic which will be classified, fortunately the TOP-n protocol distribution of the same network link is very stable in a short time. In this paper, we propose a system based on the characteristic of protocol distribution, which could classify traffic with deep packet inspection in CMP architecture. Furthermore, we design a new compression algorithm which can reduce memory usage of DFA to 5% stably without significant impact on matching speed proved by our experiments. The algorithm is effective for all the packet payload scanning systems which use regular expressions to make match. We introduce some measures to improve the system performance, such as avoiding contention, affinity-based scheduler, and load balance etc. We evaluate our work with a group of reasonable metrics and compare it with other three algorithms. Of course, our results are based on the traffic we used and thus are by no means conclusive. Nevertheless, the results are very encouraging, and we plan to collect more traffic traces for further studies.
In the future, we will apply our work in real systems to check the performance, including long-time throughout. There are also some details to be considered, e.g., how to partition cache so as to avoid swapping high accessing data and instructions out; how to ensure fast and dynamic pattern update; and how to choose the appropriate value of n.
